
1. Immediate term impacts and considerations: managing through COVID-19

Total workforce
engagement

• Mitigating gaps in policies for rapid response to environmental changes due to
COVID-19, e.g., environmental health and safety, access to internal communications
and collaboration tools, work-from-home policies, including reimbursements for
home office equipment and Wi-Fi

• Provisioning controls and asset inventory tracking, security and recovery
• Exploring various channels to engage the company’s extended workforce, e.g.,

• Leveraging existing ID access management systems, including visitor badging, to
locate and communicate to CW

• Creating email distributions that account for agency-supplied workers,
independent contractors/freelancers, consultants/Statement of Work (SoW)
workers, and B2B providers within the supply chain for update information
regarding on-site requirements, facility closures, virtual working arrangements
and suspended engagements

• Leveraging vendor management systems, e.g., Fieldglass and Beeline, for real-
time communications such as emails, alerts to dashboards and time card
notifications

• Working with staffing agencies to create appropriate expectations for health and
safety, engagement suspensions, recall opportunities and demand expectations in
the short and near term

Working from
home

• Educating hiring managers around changes in CW engagement policies and processes
• Executing change management activities to help hiring managers with:

• Assessing total workforce productivity and review and approval of CW invoices
• Maintaining connectivity, engagement and team morale

Cost • An examples of a company supporting their extended workforce during
COVID-19 leading to increased cost, but enhanced branding include Facebook’s
announcement to pay CW that cannot work due to reducing staffing requirements

• Remediation and planning for gaps in exercising contractual clawback based on
inability to perform services due to curfews, low Wi-Fi availability, resource sickness,
etc

• Focusing on temp-to-permanent jobs in the near future to manage costs and
leveraging the additional talent pool of workers to expedite future hiring

COVID-19 has exposed various blind spots in companies’ contingent workforce (CW) programs, including
gaps in enterprise reporting of where contingent workers are performing work, how to thoughtfully decide
who to keep engaged vs. bench, how to communicate with the CW or their supplier and how to keep them
informed of operational changes. Subsequently, leading organizations are considering how to reimagine
their total talent supply chain and impacting operating models in the immediate, short and long term.
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Risk • Heightened intellectual property risk from gaps in policies, controls and/or provision
of CW with remote access to sensitive information vs. risk to business as usual
operations given access limitation for critical CW

• Loss of knowledge and/or productivity from reducing engagement of top contingent
performers to preserve employee base reflecting need to more thoughtfully review
reduction in force and gaps analysis to support engagement and workflow continuity

Supply chain
stability

• Negative Impacts…
• Company’s limitations with onboarding and provisioning new resources
• Limitations in reassigning job duties or job locations (including work from home)

of workers on “H” visa status, e.g., H-1B
• Loss of priority status with vendors for business development investments and

rapid response to requisitions and RFI/RFP given idle demand
• Positive Impacts …

• Utilizing the company’s staffing agencies as outplacement services to assist
employees who have been separated from the organization

• Eligibility of gig workers for benefits traditionally reserved for employees (e.g.,
unemployment, paid sick leave, family leave) under the Families First Coronavirus
Response Act and the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act

• Eligibility of certain gig workers and small businesses to receive payments from
the IRS and government grants or a Paycheck Protection Loan

• Larger pool of independent contractors and freelancers given rising
unemployment rates (opportunistic leverage of critical skills available in the
market)

2. Short-term considerations: emerging from COVID-19

• How should we plan our return to work given approach to restarting operations? What capabilities do
we have, do we need and not need and how do we address the gaps? How can we assess
suppliers/contingent workers with most value (quality vs. cost) to prioritize engaging them?

• How do we continuously evolve our integrated talent planning and pipelining as the economy and our
company goes back to business as usual?

• What are the benefits realized from COVID-19 ways of working? How do we sustain those benefits and
embed within our culture?

3. Long-term considerations: building a resilient culture and new ways of working

• What will be the new ways of working to support our market ambitions including digital, automation
and remote?

• How do we enable enterprise-wide data transparency around total talent so our business leaders
better align workforce strategy with business strategy?

• How do we leverage lessons learned from COVID-19 to be ready for future disruptions?
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